A novel Web image processing algorithm for text area identification that helps commercial OCR engines to improve their Web image recognition efficiency
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Abstract

In this paper, a novel Web image processing algorithm is presented for text area identification. Statistics show that a significant part of Web text information is encoded in Web images. Since Web images have special characteristics that sometimes distinguish them from other types of images, commercial OCR products often fail to recognize Web images due to their special key characteristics. This paper proposes a novel Web image processing algorithm that aims to locate text areas and prepare them for OCR procedure with best results. According to this algorithm, first the Web color image is converted to gray scale in order to record the transitions of brightness that are perceived by the human eye. Then, an edge extraction technique facilitates the extraction of all objects as well as of all inverted objects. A conditional dilation technique applied with several iterations helps to choose text and inverted text objects among all objects. Experimental results, obtained from a large corpus of Web images, demonstrate the improvement in recognition accuracy after applying the proposed text area identification algorithm.

1 Introduction

With the World Wide Web becoming a major source of information, a growing number of documents are published and accessed on-line. The increase and the rapid changes of this information open new perspectives for developing automatic systems to organize and search this huge and distributed corpus of web documents. The World Wide Web contains lots of information but even modern search engines just index a fraction of this information. This issue poses new challenges for Web Document Analysis and Web Content Extraction. While there has been active research on Web Content Extraction using text-based techniques, documents often include multimedia content. It has been recorded [1][2] that of the total number of words visible on a Web page, 17% are in image form and those words are usually the most semantically important. Besides, of the words in image form, 76% do not appear elsewhere in the encoded text. Furthermore, the textual description of the images is incomplete, wrong or does not exist in 56% of the cases. For these reasons, research into advanced Web multimedia document processing techniques can lead to intelligent information filtering and knowledge extraction tools. Hence, techniques that have been developed for image-based documents could prove valuable for Web documents, while at the same time, new methods for the analysis of the web multimedia content have to be developed.

Unfortunately, commercial OCR engines often fail to recognize Web images due to their special key characteristics. Web images are usually of low resolution, consist mainly of graphic objects, are usually noiseless and have the anti-aliasing property (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. A Web image example (a) and a zoom in to demonstrate the web image key characteristics.](image)

Several approaches in the literature deal with text locating in color images. In [3], characters are assumed
of almost uniform colour. In [4], foreground and background segmentation is achieved by grouping colours into clusters. A resolution enhancement to facilitate text segmentation is proposed in [5]. In [6], texture information is combined with a neural classifier. Recent work in locating text in Web images is based on merging pixels of similar colour into components and selecting text components by using a fuzzy inference mechanism [7]. Another approach is based on information on the way humans perceive colour difference and uses different colour spaces in order to approximate the way human perceive colour [8]. Finally, approaches [9][10] restrict their operations in the RGB colour space and assume text areas of uniform colour.

In this paper, a novel method is proposed for text area identification in Web images. The method has been developed in the framework of the EC-funded R&D project, CROSSMARC, which aims to develop technology for extracting information from domain-specific Web pages. Our approach is based on the transitions of brightness as perceived by the human eye. An image segment is classified as text by the human eye if characters are clearly distinguished from background. This means that the brightness transition from the text body to the foreground exceeds a certain threshold. Additionally, the area of all characters observed by the human eye does not exceed a certain value since text bodies are of restricted thickness. These characteristics of human eye perception are embodied in our approach. According to it, the Web color image is converted to gray scale in order to record the transitions of brightness perceived by the human eye. Then, an edge extraction technique helps the extraction of all objects as well as of all inverted objects. A conditional dilation technique helps to choose text and inverted text objects among all objects. The criterion is the thickness of all objects that in the case of characters is of restricted value.

In the sections to follow, we present our Web image processing algorithm for text area identification that helps commercial OCR engines to improve their Web image recognition efficiency, as well as experimental results that demonstrate the improvement in recognition accuracy after applying the proposed algorithm.

2 Text area location algorithm

2.1. Edge extraction

Consider a color Web image I. First, we covert it to the gray scale image Ig. Then, we define as e and e−1 the B/W edge and invert edge images that encapsulate the abrupt increase or decrease in image brightness:

\[ e(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists (m, n) : \text{Ig}(m, n) - \text{Ig}(x, y) > D \land |n - x| \leq d \land |n - y| \leq d \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

\[ e^{-1}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists (m, n) : \text{Ig}(m, n) - \text{Ig}(x, y) < D \land |n - x| \leq d \land |n - y| \leq d \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

where D is the gray level contrast visible by the human eye and d defines the window at x,y in which we search for a gray level contrast. Fig. 2 shows an example for e and e−1 calculation.

![Fig. 2](image)

2.2. Object identification

Objects are defined as groups of pixels that neighbor with edge pixels and have similar gray scale value. To calculate image objects, we proceed to a conditional dilation of edge images. A pixel is added only if it has a similar gray scale value in the original image Ig. The dimension of the structuring element defines the expected maximum thickness of all objects. Objects Os and inverted objects Os−1 are defined as follows:

\[ O_s(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists (m, n) : \text{Ig}(m, n) = 1 \land |n - x| \leq s \land |n - y| \leq s \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

\[ O_{s^{-1}}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \exists (m, n) : \text{Ig}(m, n) = 1 \land |n - x| \leq s \land |n - y| \leq s \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

where s the dimension of the structuring element and S is the expected maximum difference in gray scale values within the same object. Fig. 3 shows an example for Os and Os−1 calculation.
The above conditional dilation technique applied with several iterations (several values for the structuring elements) helps to choose text and inverted text objects among all objects. The criterion is the thickness of all objects that in the case of characters is of restricted value.

Let \( P(f) \), the set of points of a b/w image \( f \):
\[
O(f) = \{(x,y): f(x,y) = 1\}
\]
(5)

\( p(f) \), the set of points of all the connected components that comprise image \( f \):
\[
P(f) = \dagger p(f)
\]
(6)

\( S(p(f)) \), the number of pixels of the connected component, \( E(p(f)) \), the set of background points that have a 4-connected relation with the connected component, \( S(E(p(f))) \), the number of pixels of \( E(p(f)) \), and \( C(p(f)) \), the category a connected component belongs to:
\[
C(p(f)) = \text{TEXT or OTHER CATEGORY}
\]
(7)

A connected component of image object \( O_n \) is classified as text region if while increasing \( n \) the set of background pixels that have a 4-connected relation with the connected component remains almost the same (see the example of Fig. 3b where object \( O_n \) remains the same for \( n>1 \)):
\[
\begin{align*}
C(p(O_n)) &= \text{TEXT if} \\
&\exists j: \left( p(O_n) \subseteq p(O_{n+1}) \right) \text{ AND} \\
&\frac{S(E(p(O_n))) \cap E(p(O_{n+1}))}{S(E(p(O_n)))} < s \\
&\text{AND } n<N
\end{align*}
\]
(8)

where \( N \) depends on the maximum expected letter thickness and \( s \) is the allowed tolerance in changes of the 4-connected background pixel set. The reason we trace the changes to the 4-connected background pixels and not to the foreground pixels is that due to dilation with a larger structuring element, the connected components may be joined together. In the same way, we define the condition for locating inverse text objects.

At Fig. 4 the flowchart of the proposed method is demonstrated.

![Fig. 4. Text area identification algorithm flowchart.](image)

### 3 Experimental results

The proposed technique for text area identification in Web images has been implemented and tested with a large Web image corpus developed within the EU funded IST project CROSSMARC. Experiments were conducted with a variety of Web images containing text, inverse text and graphics. The corpus for the evaluation of the proposed technique was prepared by selecting more than 650 images from English, French, Greek and Italian Web pages. We compared the results obtained by the famous OCR engine FineReader 5 [11] with and without applying our text area location technique. For better OCR results, we artificially increased all Web image resolutions. In almost all cases, the recognition results were extremely improved after applying our text area identification technique. An example of the application...
of the proposed technique is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Text location results in terms of detection rate and recognition accuracy on the entire corpus of 650 images are shown in Table 1. Typical OCR results are shown in Table 2.

![Fig. 5. Text area identification algorithm example: (a) Original image, (b) gray scale image, (c) \( O_1 \) image, (d) \( O_2 \) image, (e) Area identified as text.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek web image corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian web image corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FineReader5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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4 Conclusions and further work

This paper proposes a novel Web image processing algorithm for text area identification that helps commercial OCR engines to improve their Web image recognition efficiency. It is based on information on the transitions of brightness that are perceived by the human eye and includes edge detection and conditional dilation processes. The experimental results obtained are very promising since the recognition results were extremely improved after applying the proposed framework.

Further work includes investigation for parameter fine tuning, taking into account character geometric features, creating an automatic evaluation tool to record improvement of the OCR engine performance after applying our text extraction method.
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